
 The four major precious metals remain highly volatile – Gold and silver in better condition  

than  platinum and palladium. 

 Gold climbs to a new all-time high – $ 1,476.24 per ounce! Almost 35% higher than in January 
2010, 4% firmer compared to the beginning of this years and 13 % above the 2011 low, reached 
end of January. Inflation, Arabic uprising in combination with higher oil prices, the credit crisis in 

Europe and the States and the situation in and around Japan after the quake are main drivers. 

 Silver temporarily far above $ 40 – Justified or not (we still believe it’s the latter) - the all-time 

high of $ 50 seems to be not out of reach. Gold-/silver ratio on the lowest level for decades. 

 Platinum on the rollercoaster – Doubts are growing; fundamentally as well as on the charts. Is 
the popularity of the Diesel technology in Europe threatened by the EU Commission plans to 

change the fuel tax levels? 

 Palladium likewise with high volatility – Strong fundamental base, by also growing uncertainty 

about the state of the global car industry after the quake. 

 “Minor” platinum metals calm – Small turnover, narrow ranges, prices almost unchanged. 
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Silver at a full gallop towards 
the 1980 all-time high. 



 

PD US$/oz €/oz €/gram 

High 802.25 556.89 17.90 

Low 732.25 520.47 16.73 

Latest 774.00 530.95 17.05 

Platinum 
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PT US$/oz €/oz €/gram 

High 1,815.50 1,266.89 40.73 

Low 1,719.95 1,217.22 39.14 

Latest 1,779.00 1,223.61 39.33 

All prices for the period from 24 March until 12 April 2011 

The strong aftershock in Japan rattled also the 
two most important platinum metals at the end 
of previous week; and unlike gold and silver, 
both these metals shed value. 

Behind this is certainly the not unreasonable 
fear that global automobile production this year 
could suffer a setback as a consequence of the 
catastrophic earthquakes. Even now, four week 
after the main quake, numerous automobile 
factories as closed in Japan and missing parts 
from manufacturers make re-starting production 
a risky proposition.  For example, Honda esti-
mates that will take another “two to three 
months” before its production could get back to 
normal. Toyota reported that though all its as-
sembly-lines will be working again soon, pro-
duction could continue at only 50% its normal 
level due to unavailability of parts. 

With this background the most recently an-
nounced positive automobiles sales figures are 
to be seen with due caution. The last figures 
from March were not bad, but were achieved 
with full dealer lots. We will have to wait and see 
if this can be repeated in April. 

All the same USA reported an increase in pas-
senger vehicle sales in March, now extrapolated 
for the full year to 13.1 million units, a gain of 
17% compared to previous year.  

New automobile registrations in Germany in 
March were up considerably too; compared to 
previous month an increase of 11% to 328.000 

vehicles was seen. In the full 1st Quarter 
763,000 new vehicles were registered; a plus of 
14% compared to previous year. 

Where you have light, you have shadows too: 
The days of uncontrolled Chinese automobile 
market growth appear to be over for the mo-
ment. According to CAAM (China Association of 
Automobile Manufacturers) 1.35 million vehicles 
were sold in March; a “mere” 6.5% more than in 
comparable period of previous year. Though 
growth was even smaller in February – back 
then at the lowest level in the past two years – a 
considerably higher rate was expected for 
March. For the 1st quarter China reported a 
growth of 9.1%. This increase now needs to be 
defended in the coming months and this will not 
be easy. 

In the coming days platinum should find it more 
difficult than gold to hold on to its positive mo-
mentum. Looking at the chart we would not be 
surprised if in the foreseeable future the metal 
tests the $1,700 an ounce mark. 

A possible increase in taxes on diesel in Europe 
has not even been calculated into all this. 
Should the (in Germany already) hotly dis-
cussed issue lead to a higher tax on diesel, the 
white metal will certainly suffer, not only be-
cause petrol-engines will become more com-
petitive but also the gas-driven ones which, at 
least in Germany, have been living a wallflower 
existence . 

Palladium 
We would not be surprised if the price in the 
coming weeks heads southwards; the $720 an 
ounce mark hereby is an important milestone. 
Should it not hold, then the next targets are  
$ 684, followed by $625 an ounce.  

In case the developments on the economic front 
do not point to a grave recess, latest at this level 
industrial end-users could again considering 
hedging longer-term as in our opinion palla-
dium’s relatively good fundamental situation has 
not changed. Among others, the fact that palla-
dium sponge (the form used by the industry) is 
presently attracting a premium supports our 
view. 

By and large palladium moved parallel to plati-
num in the past few days. The early gains to 
almost $800 were followed by a slide down to 
$765 an ounce post last week’s massive after-
shock in Japan. 

Near the low the metal found support and then 
again turned around, mainly on the back of gold 
and silver rising again. Palladium quickly surged 
to slightly above the $800 mark, only to lose as 
quickly afresh $35 an ounce. 

The high volatility reflects the present nervous-
ness of the investors and speculators rather 
well, who on one side are inspired by the reports 
on to-date good industrial demand and the likeli-
hood of a dwindling supply from Russia; on the 
other side they watch the news from Japan and 
China (which could well bring increased risks for 
the global economy - see above) and are proba-
bly wondering, if the 5-fold increase in price in 
the past 2 ½ years is perhaps not a little over-
done. 

Rhodium, Iridium, Ruthenium 
The “minor” platinum metals underwent an ex-
traordinarily calm period the past two weeks. 

This marginal interest is also reflected in the 
spread between bid and offer, which in case of 
rhodium has shrunk to $ 50 an ounce in the 
interbank market. The most expensive precious 
metal is currently quoted at $2,325 - $2,375 an 
ounce without really any volume behind it. 

Ruthenium (unchanged at $170 – $180) and 
iridium ($975 – $1,075 an ounce) are also going 
through a similar phase. 

 

  



 

AU US$/oz €/oz €/gram 

High 1,476.25 1,024.58 32.94 

Low 1,409.95 996.00 32.03 

Latest 1,453.00 1,002.10 32.18 

 

AG US$/oz €/oz €/kilo 

High 41.93 29.01 932.80 

Low 36.40 25.87 831.84 

Latest 40.01 27.59 889.50 

In the last 2 ½ weeks silver continued its unre-
lentless march and by yesterday morning had 
traded up to a fresh 31-year high of $41.93 an 
ounce. The reasons behind this rally remain the 
same: though it is mainly speculators who are 
driving the metal, the longer-term oriented inves-
tors have also been buying the metal. They are 
hoping for an increased industrial demand; see-
ing that it is still a good distance away from its all-
time of 1980 (but closing in), and the fact that 
silver is the cheapest of all the precious metals in 
absolute terms must also play a more psycho-
logical role. 

All this does not really impress us and even the 
only tangible argument about growing industrial 
demand (see also below) does not justify the 
present price level in our view. It is and remain 
the investors who have been (and continue to do 
so) pushing the price up, which in our opinion 
makes the metal that more and more vulnerable 
for large setbacks. We got a foretaste of such a 
possibility yesterday after the metal had touched 
its new long-time high: The call for profit taking 
by Goldman Sachs, among others reasons, lead 
to a sell-off in silver, which pushed the metal 
price quickly down below the $40 an ounce mark. 
Currently the price has somewhat recovered to 
just above this level and it would be too early to 
speak of an end of the silver rally.  

For this there is perhaps still too much cheap 
money in the financial markets that is looking for 
lucrative investments. And the overall global 
political and economic situation is uncertain 
enough to keep interest in gold (and thereby 
somewhat in silver too) high. Our estimate, ac-
cording to which we could see the price halving 
in the long-term, despite this weeks new record 
price, remains nonetheless unchanged. 

Analysts at precious metal consultancy GFMS 
published last week their annual Silver Report. 
The London based experts point out that the 
78% price-increase (which has gone up an-
other 40% so far this year) is mainly driven by 
the investment sector. 

Investors bought almost 8,700 tonnes (279.3 
million ounces) of physical silver last year; 
3,600 tonnes in form of ETFs, 3,150 tonnes as 
coins and over 1,700 tonnes as bars. 

Investors added to their positions another 
5,500 tonnes in the non-physical form, e.g. as 
purchases on weight-accounts or in the form of 
certificates, options and other exchange traded 
products. 

Totally in 2010 investors bought up 62% of the 
new production from mines and so far, at least 
as far as the ETFs are concerned, the ten-
dency continues. Incidentally, ETFs stocks 
yesterday touched a fresh record of 16,200 
tonnes. 

As far as bars and coins are concerned, the 
investors are however presently holding back; 
with the high price being the main reason. A 1 
ounce bullion coin (even with its reduced VAT 
charge) is being quoted in Germany already 
close to the historic high of $50 an ounce. 
Thanks to the high price, also suffering to some 
extent – at least here in middle Europe – is 
industrial demand for granules. 

Back to the GFMS report: given the massive 
investor buying, the parallel increase industrial 
demand seems somewhat overshadowed. It, 
without demand from the photo-industry, re-
corded a growth of 20.7% to 15,160 tonnes in 
2010, while photo-industry demand recorded 
another minus, slipping 10% to 2,260 tonnes. 
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fresh buying, stocks at the world’s most impor-
tant ETFs were their lowest since May of last 
year. 

That gold retracted shortly after touching its 
new all-time high was due to American invest-
ment bank Goldman Sachs’s call for profit-
taking in commodity-backed investments.  The 
bank’s analysts had advised their clients to 
liquidate long positions in the so-called CCCP-
basket (“copper, crude, cotton and platinum”). 
WTI oil, much observed inflation-indicator of 
gold traders, thereby fell from almost $ 114 a 
barrel to under $108 a barrel and took gold 
along with it; the yellow metal slid to a “mere” 
$1,451 an ounce by yesterday afternoon. 

Since then the price has stabilised around this 
level and it does not look like it is going to con-
tinue south-bound very quickly. This naturally 
has to do with the overall situation cited earlier; 
not much has really changed in any of those 
parameters. 

But a quick reach of the psychologically impor-
tant mark of $1,500 an ounce cannot be taken 
for granted either and in our opinion serious 
setbacks and in general a higher volatility can-
not be ruled out in the coming weeks. 

Fear of inflation (among others, due to the high 
oil price); the extreme financial difficulties being 
faced by a series of euro-zone nations (most 
recently Portugal); the debt-crisis in the USA; 
problems in the Arab world with its strategic im-
portance to global energy supply and last but not 
least the situation in Japan with possible conse-
quences on global economic growth: these are 
more than sufficient reasons why the gold price in 
the last two weeks further extended its gains to 
eventually again record a new all-time high, this 
time of $1,476.25 an ounce. 

The moderate interest-rate hike in Europe has 
not had the ability to change the trend nor has 
the relatively restrained demand for bars and 
coins, observed not only in Germany but also in 
Asia. As such there are currently no delivery-
delays for investment bars of various denomina-
tions between 1 g and 1 kg. 

In contrast to – under the present circumstances 
surprisingly – weak demand for bars and coins, 
ETF-demand in the past two weeks was signifi-
cantly positive. Stocks went up by over half a 
million ounces to 64.7 million ounces. As such 
the downward trend in ETFs being observed for 
some months now came to a stop. Before this 
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6,750 tonnes of the white metal went to the 
jewellery and silverware sector. While the 
jewellery segment showed a positive develop-
ment compared to 2009, demand in the silver-
ware segment suffered a significant fall of 
over 15%, driven by the Indian market. 

On the supply side new production was up 
2.5% to 22,290 tonnes and the producers 
exaggerated this further by selling 1,900 
tonnes on a forward basis. Mexico overtook 
Peru last year as the largest producer. Official 
sales in 2010 were 1,400 tonnes – thus al-
most tripled – and supply from recycling 
material was up 14% to 6,700 tonnes. 

The high silver price found in the meantime 
some prominent victims: The German Ministry 
of Finance had already decided in 2010 to 
reduce the silver content in its 10-Eur-
commomerative coins in future from 925/1000 
to 625/1000 so that the metal value would 
stay below the nominal value; meanwhile at 
current high prices, this is again at risk.  

The pure silver value of the “new” coins is 
already well above EUR 9, and with the 
manufacturing and marketing costs coming on 
top, the Finance Ministry would be burning 
money instead of generating a positive reve-
nue for the State coffers. 

Due to this reason the next issue planned for 
5th May – theme “125 Years Automobile” – 
has been postponed indefinitely. According to 
the press the Finance Ministry is looking at 
various options now, ranging from further 
reducing the silver content to completely 
doing away with the coin issue.  

By the way, the material value of the EUR 10 
special coins sold till last year for the face 
value and without tax was yesterday EUR 15; 
for investors not a bad transaction, more so 
as the value of the coin cannot fall below its 
nominal value. 

 

 



On the Net 

This document is not for the use of private individu-
als and solely aimed at professional market partici-
pants in the precious metals markets. It is not and 
should not be construed as an offer to sell or the 
solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe for 
any investment. Heraeus has based this document 
on information obtained from sources it believes to 
be reliable but which it has not independently 
verified; Heraeus makes no guarantee, representa-
tion or warranty and accepts no responsibility or 
liability as to its accuracy or completeness.  Ex-
pressions of opinion are those of Heraeus only and 
are subject to change without notice. Heraeus 
assume no warranty, liability or guarantee for the 
current relevance, correctness or completeness of 
any information provided within this Report and will 
not be held liable for the consequence of reliance 
upon any opinion or statement contained herein or 

any omission. Furthermore, we assume no liability 
for any direct or indirect loss or damage or, in 
particular, for lost profit which you may incur as a 
result of the use and existence of the information 
provided within this Report.  

 

By embedding a link to an external Internet web 
site ("hyperlinks"), Heraeus does not adopt such 
an external Internet web site or its content as its 
own because Heraeus is unable to control the 
contents of such web sites constantly. Heraeus will 
also not assume any responsibility for the availabil-
ity of such external Internet web sites or their 
contents, and any visit by the user of such external 
Internet web sites and their contents via hyperlink 
is at the user's own risk. Heraeus does not assume 
liability for any direct or indirect damage arising to 
the user from the use and the existence of informa-
tion on these Internet web sites, and Heraeus does 
also not assume any liability that the information 
called by the user is virus-free. 

 

All prices shown are interbank market bid prices, 
all charts unless stated otherwise are based on  
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